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The two major results proved are: (1) The category TOP of topological spaces 
contains a complete nonreflective subcategory. (2) Under the assumption 
(2”)f < 2”, for each in6nite cardinal number nt there exists a HausdorS space 
of cardinality m, in which the identity map is the only nonconstant continuous 
self-map. The first result is proved as a consequence of another result which 
answers a question of Herr&h concerning strongly rigid spaces; it is then used 
to settle in the negative a conjecture concerning the characterization of reflective 
subcategories in TOP. In addition, several interesting spaces are constructed. 
Contents. Introduction. 
I. A Construction Technique. 1.1. The geometry of the c-process. 1.2. The topology 
of the c-space. 1.3. Preservation of properties. II. Strongly Rigid Spaces. 2.0. Introduction. 
2.1. Zero-dimensional spaces rigid for l-l continuous injections. 2.2. A class of strongly 
rigid spaces. 2.3. Complete but not reflective. 2.4. Extremally disconnected rigid spaces. 
2.5. Cardinal& of strongly rigid spaces. 
This is the first in a series ‘of papers in which we give several techniques for 
constructing rigid spaces and apply them to some problems inside, as well as 
outside, topology. The major results of this series of papers are contained in 
[20, 211. 
Our goal in this paper is to determine the cardinalities of strongly rigid 
spaces (i.e., of HausdorfI spaces in which the identity is the only nonconstant 
continuous self-map). We show in Section 2.5 (under an extra set-theoretic 
assumption) that for each infinite cardinal m, there exist many strongly rigid 
spaces of cardinal m. All the other results obtained either are to be used as 
tools for this purpose or are by-products. 
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How this problem arose deserves a mention here. Soon after Kennison [25] 
gave a characterization of epireflective subcategories of TOP (the category of 
all topological spaces) and of HAUS (the category of all Hausdorff spaces), 
Herrlich [lo] developed their theories nicely. A dual theory works for a general 
coreflective subcategory; but the theory would not extend to a gmeral reflective 
subcategory. In fact, even a good characterization of a general reflective sub- 
category of TOP was (and still is) unknown. The problem is very obvious and 
interesting. It was posed in [9] and again in [13]. There were some partial 
results (see for example, [36]), b u ar t f  f  rom a complete characterization. There 
was a conjecture believable in the light of known theorems. This states that a 
full subcategory of TOP (or HAUS) . 1s reflective if and only if it is complete. 
This problem may be viewed from a different angle, as follows. It is well 
known [4] (or [28]) that in any category, every reflective subcategory is a com- 
plete subcategory. One is naturally inclined to consider the converse question, 
when the category satisfies pleasing conditions. Some conditions satisfied by 
TOP are that it is well powered, co-well powered, complete, and cocomplete. 
Herrlich [14] constructed a category satisfying all these conditions, in which 
not every complete subcategory is reflective. This stimulated our interest in 
the same problem for TOP, for which we give a solution in Section 2.3. 
Now let us consider the question of strongly rigid spaces. De Groot [6] 
proved the existence of strongly rigid metrizable spaces. One naturally assumes 
that such spaces might give pathologies in the categorical aspects of topology. 
Herrlich [II] proved that this is indeed so. This led him to conceive a close 
connection between the above-mentioned problem and the abundance of 
strongly rigid spaces; hence the importance of the following problem, included 
in the list of questions posed in [13]: D oes there exist a proper class of strongly 
rigid spaces with no nontrivial mutual continuous maps? This is solved in 
Section 2.2. 
To attack this problem, we resort to two major techniques for constructing 
topological spaces. The first owes its central idea to Urysohn [37] and is called 
the c-process. This is heavily used in the next two papers of this series also. 
That this is a high-yielding process is clear from its frequent use in the past 
decades to solve various existence problems of general topology. (See 
Remark 1.1.6.) 
But in the past, this process was used each time to build one particular (or 
rather one particuliar type of) example in topology. Here, the situation is 
different. We show that judicious choices of the base spaces in this process, 
combined with other techniques of construction, lead to the solutions of some 
significant problems. We consider several c-systems and spaces specified by 
them. Hence, for convenience, and to avoid repetition in our arguments, we 
find it necessary to study the c-process separately, in as much detail as is required 
later. This is the content of Part I. 
The second major technique of construction is that described in Section 2.4. 
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We do not investigate it separately in its generality here, since we make use 
of it only once (in Section 2.5) in this series of papers. 
In working toward the goal, we incidentally obtain many other results inter- 
esting in themselves. Some of these answer various posed questions also. We 
list a few of them here. 
1. Cardinalities of rigid spaces. Our question has been considered in a 
weaker form in the past by many others: What can we say about the cardinalities 
of rigid spaces with some conditions? When we want the rigid spaces to be 
metrizable, then every infinite cardinal appears; this is a result of de Groot [6]. 
If we want the rigid spaces to be zero dimensional and HausdorlI, the cardinality 
can be as high as we please. This is a result of de Groot and McDowell [7]. 
This result is also a by-product of our investigations in this paper. Ours is in 
fact stronger, since our spaces are rigid for continuous injections. (See 
Remark 2.1.7.) Further, we improve this result by showing that any infinite 
cardinal can appear. (See Remark 2.4.4.) For the additional property of compact- 
ness, the question is posed in [J and is partially answered by Lozier [26]. He 
proves that there is no upper bound for the cardinality of a compact rigid 
zero-dimensional HausdorfI space (and hence of a rigid Boolean algebra). For 
this, again, we have found a different proof in the course of our study. (See 
Remark 2.1.8.) In fact, in our next paper [23], we improve this result consid- 
erably. (See [21, Theorem 11.) 
2. Extremally disconnected rigid spaces. Katetov [24] asked whether there 
exist complete rigid Boolean algebras. Translated into the language of topology, 
the question is about the existence of an extremally disconnected compact 
Hausdorff rigid space. None of the already known examples of rigid spaces is 
extremally disconnected. Raikhberg [30] g ave the first example of an extremally 
disconnected rigid space. Here we prove that many such spaces exist. (See 
Remarks 2.4.4 and 2.4.5.) In fact, we can use these results to show that every 
space is a quotient of an extremally disconnected T3 rigid space. This we prove 
in [23]. 
3. Rigidity for other classes of maps. Instead of considering homeomorphisms 
alone, one may consider larger classes of self-maps and discuss rigidity with 
respect to them. In this connection, “homeomorphisms into” have been con- 
sidered by Rieger [31] and others. “All continuous self-maps” have been 
considered in [6& as we have already mentioned. But several interesting inter- 
mediate classes have not received much attention. We may mention: (a) perfect 
maps, (b) closed continuous maps, (c) one-to-one continuous maps, (d) finite-to- 
one continuous maps, (e) continuous bijections, etc. Here are some interesting 
existence theorems that follow as by-products of our approach: (i) There exist 
zero-dimensional Hausdorf? spaces that are rigid for perfect maps, but not for 
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closed continuous maps. (See Remark 2.1.11.) (ii) For each infinite cardinal 
number m, there exists a HausdorfI space that is not rigid for m-to-one continuous 
maps, but is rigid for m’-to-one continuous maps for each m’ < m. (See 
Remark 2.4.6.) (iii) In [23] we prove that every space can be embedded in a 
space rigid for continuous bijections. 
4. Spaces containing many rigid subspaces. We also present, in this paper, 
some examples of “highly” rigid spaces. Let us ask for strongly rigid spaces, 
with an abundance of strongly rigid subspaces. How much abundance can we 
expect? It can be proved without difficulty (this is a part of Theorem 2.2.1) 
that every strongly rigid space is a connected space without cut points. So, the 
maximum that one can ask is: Does there exist a strongly rigid space in which 
every connected subspace without cut points is also strongly rigid ? Surprisingly, 
all the spaces of our construction give a partial affirmative answer, if we consider 
only open subspaces. (See Remark 2.5.11.) 
One can ask a similar question for rigid spaces. It is easy to see that a T, 
rigid space cannot have more than one isolated point. So, the maximum one 
may ask is: Does there exist a HausdorfI rigid space every subspace of which 
with at most one isolated point is rigid ? It is quite likely that the spaces of our 
construction satisfy this condition. What we can prove for our rigid spaces is: 
Every closed subspace with at most one isolated point is rigid. (See 
Remark 2.1.12.) 
One of our results states that the space /VV contains many rigid subspaces. 
(See Remark 2.4.8.) 
5. Examples of peculiar spaces. Incidentally, we note that the spaces we have 
constructed have many peculiar properties. gq 
A dispersion set is a subset of a nontrivial connected space, whose complement 
is totally disconnected. Knaster, Kuratowski, and others have given examples 
of a dispersion set which is a singleton. The strongly rigid spaces of Section 2.5 
admit a dispersion set of two points. It is seen that this is the maximum such 
pathology. (See Remark 2.2.11 and the end of Remark 2.2.2.) 
Nix [29] defined the concept of chaoticity and asked whether there exist 
chaotic spaces. This definition can be equivalently phrased as follows: 
A HausdorfI space is chaotic if no two distinct open subspaces are homeo- 
morphic. Among regular spaces, it can be seen that it is a greater pathology to 
require that no two distinct perfect subspaces are homeomorphic. Our examples 
of rigid spaces are T3 spaces with this greater pathology. (See Remark 2.1.12.) 
Thus we have answered the first two parts of his question. We obtain a 
complete answer to his question in [23]. 
Since a countable T, space is automatically zero dimensional, countable 
connected Hausdorff spaces are rare. There have been many papers with the 
exclusive aim of constructing countable connected Hausdorff spaces. (See [22] 
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and its bibliography.) Hence, it should be surprising to know that there are 
20 distinct types of countable strongly rigid spaces. (See Remark 2.511.) 
Many other incidental results of interest will be pointed out at the appropriate 
places. 
I. A CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE 
1.1. THE GEOMETRY OF THE C-PROCESS 
The c-process is a construction technique in topology, employed by several 
topologists. We formulate it here precisely in an abstract form. The intuitive 
idea, which is likely to be lost in the forest of mathematical symbols below, 
is explained at the end of this section. The need for such an abstract study of 
this technique is also explained there. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 1.1 .l. (a) A c-system is defined as a pair 
(&K , G) I a E (J, WA where (J, 0) d eno es t an indexing set J with a base 
point 0, and for each a in J, (X, , x,) is a topological space X, with a base 
point x, , and f is a bijection from J\(O} to u (Xe\(x,J), satisfying the following 
three conditions: 
(i) The. underlying sets of Xis are pairwise disjoint. 
(ii) For each a in J, X, is a T,-space and x, is a nonisolated point in X, . 
(iii) Let g: UIIG, X, --t J be the natural map. (If x E X, , then g(x) = a.) 
Then for each a in J, there is a nonnegative integer n such that (g of)” (a) = 0. 
(If a = 0, we take n = 0.) 
(b) Let (((X, , xa) / a E (J, O)>,f) be a c-system. Let &X, be the 
disjoint topological sum of the spaces X, . In thii, for each x in ua6, (X,\{x,}), 
identify the points x and x+(=) . Consider the quotient space X thus obtained. 
This X is called the c-space determined by the above system. 
(c) The spaces X, are called the base spaces of X. The quotient map 
from zsJ X, to X described in (b) above, is denoted by 4. Sometimes, we say 
that the spaces 4(X,) are base spaces of X. (This is justified by Proposition 1.2.1.) 
(d) Any point of X is an equivalence class in CeE, X, . Each equivalence 
class consists of exactly two points, except the class (x,,}. Of these two points, 
exactly one is of the form x, for some a in J. Therefore, to each x in X\(X& 
there is a unique a = U(X) in J such that +(xJ = x; and if this a # 0,. there is 
a unique element y different from x, such that b(y) = x. For this y, there is 
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a unique fi (= g(y)) in J such that y  E Xa . Denote c$(.Q) by h(x). Thus we have 
a map h: X+ X defined by h(x) = the above $(zcs) if x # x0 , and h(x,) = xs . 
(e) C on 1 ion m m a a d’t’ (“J ’ ( ) b ove implies that for each x in X, there exists 
a nonnegative integer n such that hn(x) = 0. The smallest such 71 is called the 
level of x and is denoted by Z(x). 
(f) Let us denote $(x,,) by 0. Then it is seen that the function h decreases 
the level exactly by the number 1. More precisely, for each x in x\(O), Z(h(x)) = 
Z(x) - 1. 
(g) If  x and y  are two elements of X, we define x < y  (and say that y  lies 
above x) if there is an integer n 3 0 such that h*(y) = x (conventionally, 
he(x) = x). It can be shown that < is a partial order on X, and that 0 is the 
least element of X under this partial order. 
(h) 
lying 
For each subset A of X, we denote by A*, the set of all points of X 
above some point of A. Note that if A C B C X, then A* C B*. Note 
also that A* = uZEA ix}*. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.2. Recall that ify is in X\(O), then a(y) is the unique element 
of J such that #u(y)) = y. We put a(O) = 0. Then 
(0 WY) = &Gd VY in x. 
(ii) For each A C X, A* is the smallest set B containing A with the following 
property: Whenever YE B, it is true that $(X0(y)) C B. 
The straightforward proof is omitted. 
DEFINITION 1.1.3. (a) For each x in X, we now define the projection map 
P, . Its domain is {CC)*. Its range is 4(X0(%,). We let P,(x) = x. If  y  > x and 
y  # x, then there is a unique integer n > 1 such that ha(y) = x. Then by 
Proposition 1.1.2, h”-l(y) belongs to +(Xno). We let p*(y) = h+l(y). 
Note that p, is an identity on +(X0(%)). 
(b) For each x in X, the subset +(XOu) of X (or sometimes the space 
XOczj) is called the base space at x. Note that the base space at x is the range of P, . 
DEFINITION 1.1.4. Let {(X, , x,) 1 01 E J} be a family of Ti-spaces with 
nonisolated base points. Further, let the disjoint union of all these X, have the 
same cardinality as J. Then a space X is called a c-space determined by the above 
family if it is the c-space determined by the c-system (((X2, x,‘) 1 OL E (J, 0)}, f) 
for some 0 in J and some bijection f satisfying the conditions of Defini- 
tion 1.1.1(a), where (X,‘, x,l) is a homeomorphic copy of (X, , x,) for each 01 
in J. 
Remark 1.15 We now describe the intuitive ideas behind the construction 
of a c-space. 
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(a) Start with a topological space X,, . Let x, be a preassigned nonisolated 
point in Xs . For each point x of X0 different from x,, , take a topological space 
X, . Keep these spaces X, pairwise disjoint and also disjoint with X, . Fix 
one nonisolated point, say tm in C, , for each x in X,,\(x,,}. For each x in X,,\{x,}, 
identify the point t, of X, with the point x of X,, . Now all the spaces X, have 
been hinged to the space X,, . We get a space containing X0 as a subspace. 
Call this resulting space X, . Then X, looks like the space suggested by 
Diagram 1. . a . . I . 
a . . I. . * .. 
DIAGRAM 1 
In X1 consider only those points that are not points of X, . For each such 
point y of X, , take a topological space X,, _ Let the XV’s be pairwise disjoint 
and also disjoint with X1 . Fix a nonisolated point t, in X, for each such y and 
identify it with the pointy of Xi . Then we get a topological space X, which is 
as described in Diagram 2. Note that Xi is a subspace of X, . 
DIAGRAM 2 
607/2911-7 
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Suppose we have constructed X, for a positive integer n such that X,-r is 
a proper subspace of X,, . Then for each point t of X,,\X,, take a topological 
space X, ; keep these spaces Xi disjoint with X, and also pairwise disjoint. Fix 
a nonisolated point in Xj and identify it with t in X,\X,,-, . When this is done 
for each t in X,,\X,, , we get a space containing X, as a subspace. We denote 
it by X,,,, . 
Thus we construct a space X, for each positive integer n such that 
x,cx,cx,c~~-. Now let X be the set union of all these spaces X, . Then X 
receives a natural topology. This topology is described either as the weak 
topology from these spaces X, or as the direct limit topology, if we view the 
above sequence of spaces as a direct limit system with inclusion maps. 
Now the diagram for X must appear forbidding to the reader. For each 
point in X, we have a topological space attached to that point. 
(b) The final space X is thus the union of the Xn’s where each X, itself 
is a union of several topological spaces (Xz’s, Xv’s, Xi’s, etc.). These are called 
the base spaces. 
(c) The bijectionf in Definition 1.1.1(a) may be called the attaching map. 
For each base space X, , f(a) gives the point at which X, is attached. 
(d) For each point x in X, let n(x) be the least integer n such that x E X, . 
It is the unique integer n such that x belongs to X,,\X,, (letting X-r be empty). 
This n(z) is called the level of x. 
(e) Let x E X and let n be its level. Then x E X,\X,+, . Therefore in the 
construction of X,,, , we would have hinged a space X, at that point. This is 
called the base space at x. 
(f) I f  x is a point of level n + 1, then h(x) is that point of level n which 
is just below it. 
(g) The diagram suggests the meaning of the statement “A point x lies 
above another point y.” Roughly, every point of X0 lies above the prefixed 
point x0 of X,, . For each x in X, every point of the base space at x lies above x, 
and so on. 
(h) Last, for each x in X, consider the base space X, at x. It is clear that 
we have a projection map from the set of all points lying above x onto the 
base space X, . 
Remark 1.1.6. (a) The idea of the above construction is not purely 
original. Variations of it have been used by several topologists in constructing 
counterexamples, and sometimes in giving positive results also. For example, 
Urysohn [37] constructed the first example of a countable connected Hausdorff 
space, using a similar method; Hewitt [16] used it to construct a regular space 
on which every continuous real-valued function is constant; Shimrat [34] used 
it implicitly to construct homogeneous extensions of topological spaces; 
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Arhangelskii and Franklin [l] employed it to build an interesting example 
and to compute the sequential order of la in its bounded topology; Franklin 
and Rajagopalan [3] applied it to obtain some nice examples concerning non- 
first-countable homogeneous Frechet spaces; Martin [271 made use of it in 
constructing the first example of a countable connected rigid Hausdorf? space; 
Kannan [18, 191 exploited it in some problems concerning ordinal invariants 
in topology; there are several others who have resorted to this process for 
various purposes. 
(b) But in each of the above papers, this process was used to build only 
one type of example. In this paper, however, we repeatledly use this process 
for several problems, and we shall have to consider several c-systems and c-spaces 
obtained by them. Hence, in order to avoid repetition in our arguments, we 
study this process separately, 
(c) The letter c in the terms c-system and c-space may be assumed to 
represent either the expression “condensation system and condensation space” 
(as used by some topologists) or the expression “continued blowing up” (as 
used in this process). 
1.2. THE TOPOLOGY OF THE C-SPACE 
By a c-space, we mean a space which is the c-space determined by some 
c-system. We recall that if ({(X. , ~~6,) ‘1a E (J, O)},f) is a c-system, then its 
c-space X was obtained as a quotient (under the map 4) of CmEI X, . Now we 
give some nicer descriptions of the topology of X and some of its topological 
properties. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.1. For each a in J, the restriction of C$ to X, is a homeo- 
morphism onto a closed subspace of X. 
Proof. If F C X, is closed, then +-y+(F)) n X, will be at most a singleton 
if /3 # a, and will be F if /l= a. In any case it is closed in X, , since X6 is 
aT,-space. Therefore 4(F) is closed in X. This shows that 4 is a closed map 
from X, to X. It is easily seen to be one-to-one and continuous on X, . 
PROPOSITION 1.2.2. The topology of every c-space is the weak topology from 
its base spaces. 
In other words, a subset V of X is open in X if and only if V n +(X,) is 
open in 4(X,) for each a in J. 
Roof. If V C X is such that V n 4(X,) is open in +(X,) for each a in J, 
then #-l(V) n X, is open in X, for each a in J (by Proposition 1.2.1) and hence 
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@l(V) is open in zoroJ X, . Therefore I’ is open in X. The other part of the 
assertion is obvious. 
COROLLARY 1.2.3. (a) A subset F C X is closed if and ont’y if F f~ 4(X,) is 
closed in 4(X,) for each 01 in J. 
(b) Suppose in a c-space X each base space has exactly one accumulation 
point. Then 
(i) {x}* is closed and open in X for each x in X, 
(ii) A* is open in Xfor each subset A of X. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.4. For each x in X, the projection map pz: {x}* -+ X is 
continuous. 
Proof. Let V C+(X,,,)) (= g ran e of p5) be open in +(X,,u). Then 
p;‘(V) n 4(X,) is equal to V if 01 = u(x), equal to empty set if +(x,) is not in V, 
and equal to #(X,) otherwise. In any case it is open in 4(X,). Therefore by 
Proposition 1.2.2, p;‘(V) is open in X. This is true for each V open in the 
range of p, . Therefore p, is continuous. 
THEOREM I.25 (a) Every c-space is a T,-space. 
(b) Every c-space is perfect (i.e., no point is isolated). 
(c) Every c-space is nowhere first countable. 
(d) Every c-space is nowhere locally compact. 
Proof. Let X be a c-space determined by the c-system ({(X,, x,) 1 OL E (J,O)}, f). 
Let 4, u, etc., have the usual meanings. 
(a) This follows from the fact that every c-space is a finite-to-one quotient 
of the sum of all its base spaces, and each base space is a Tr-space. 
(b) Let x E X. Consider the base space +(X0(,,) at x. By Proposition 1.2.1 
and condition (ii) in Definition 1.1.1(a), it follows that x is nonisolated in $(X0(=)) 
and hence in X. 
(c) Let x E X and, if possible, let V, 3 Ya 3 ‘.. be a decreasing countable 
local base at x. Then it is easily seen with the help of Proposition 1.2.2 that for 
each i, Vi n {A+* must contain points of arbitrary level greater than that of x. 
Choose x1 in V, n {zc}* such that 1(x,) = l(x) + 2. Consider {h(x,)}*. It 
follows from Corollary 1.2.3(a) that this is a closed set. This does not contain x. 
,Therefore there exists an integer n, > 1 such that Vnl C X\{h(x,)}*. Choose xa 
in Vn, n {x}* such that 1(x,) = Z(x) + 2. Note that h(x,) # h(q). 
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Suppose we have already chosen x1 , xa ,..., x, such that 
(i) xi E Vni n {x>*, 
(ii) I(Xi) = Z(x) + 2, and 
(iii) h(x#) # h(xj) if i #i. 
Then consider the set u&1 @(xi))*. Th’ is is a closed set not containing x. 
Hence there exists an integer n,+l > n, such that Vn,+, is disjoint with this 
closed set. We can choose a point x7+1 in Vflp+, r\ {x}* such that 2(x,+,) = 
44 + 2. 
Thus, by induction, we construct an infinite set A = {xi , x2 ,...}. By the 
choice of the points in A, we see that A meets each base space in at most a 
singleton and hence A is a closed set (by Corollary 1.2.3(a)). On the other hand, 
xi e Vni for every i, and hence the sequence (x,J converges to x, since 
{V, j R = 1,2,...} is a local base at x. This contradiction shows that X is not 
first countable at the general point x. 
(d) It suffices to prove that inside each nonempty open subset V of X, 
there exists a closed subset of X which is infinite and discrete. 
Let x be any point of V. Let X, be the base space at x. (This is a simpler 
notation for +Q.~).) By Proposition 1.2.2, V n X, is open in X, and X, is a 
T,-space. Therefore V n X, must be infinite. For each Q in V n X, , let X, 
be the base space at a. Then by the same argument, V n X, is infinite. Choose 
a point x, in it different from Q. Thus form the set A = {xa 1 a E V n X,3. 
Clearly by construction, A is an infinite subset of V. Also A meets each base 
space of X in at most a singleton. Hence A as well as every subset of A is closed 
in X (by Corollary 1.2.3). 
We note that (b) follows from (c) or (d) also. 
The following result is also recorded here, for later use: 
PROPOSITION 1.2.6. (i) If A C+(X,\{x,}) for some (Y in J und ;f A is opti 
in it, then A* is open in X. 
(ii) If A and B are digoint subsets of +(X,\{x,J) for some a in J, then A* 
and B* are ulso disjoint. 
We omit the straightforward proofs. 
1.3. PRESERVATION OF PROPERTIES 
In this section, we discuss which of the nice topological properties of the 
base spaces are preserved in the c-process. First we show that it preserves the 
separation axioms. 
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THEOREM 1.3.1. Let X be the c-space determined by a c-system ({(X, , xol) 1 
a E (J, Qf). Then: 
(a) X is a Hausdorfl space if and only if each X, is so. (See [38] for 
definition.) 
(b) X is regular ;f and’ only if each X, is regular. 
(c) X is normal if and only if each X, is normal. 
(d) X is completely normal if and only if each X, is completely normal. 
(See [38] for the dejinition of completely normal.) 
Proof. First let us prove one-way implications of the above four assertions: 
(a) Let X, be a HausdorfI space for each OL in J. Let N be the equivalence 
relation on C X, which gives the quotient space X. Viewed as a subset of 
(C X,) x (C X,) which is same as CmEJ xBe, (X, x X,), we check that N meets 
each X, x X, (with CY # /3) in at most a singleton and N meets each X, x X, 
in its diagonal. Thus N is a closed equivalence relation on C X, . Hence the 
quotient space X is a HausdorfI space. 
(b) Let each X, be regular. Let x E X and let V be an open neighborhood 
of x in X. Then for each t in V, the set V n (b(XD(t)) is open in $(XOco) and 
contains t = $(x0(,)). Since $(X& is regular (by Proposition 1.2. l), there exists 
an open neighborhood V, of t in q5(X00)) such that vt C V. Similarly, if x # 0, 
there exists an open neighborhood V,, of x in +(Xh(d) such that To C V. We 
put V, = o if x = 0 and let WI = V,, u I’, . If W, has already been defined 
for some positive integer n, we put W,,, = utsW V, . Finally, we define 
W = uz, W, . Then it is easily seen (from Propo&ion 1.2.2) that W is an 
open neighborhood of x. Also, the set W, u (Utcw V,) is seen to be a closed 
subset of X, by Corollary 1.2.3(a). It contains W and is contained in V. Thus 
WC v. 
(c) Let each base space be normal. Let F C V C X be such that F is 
closed and V is open. Then for each t in X we define three subsets V$, Vt2 and 
Vt3 as follows: 
V~isopeninX,;FnX,CV~rC~,1CVnX,. 
Vtz is open in X, ; t E V,Z C vt2 C V, if t E V. (Vt2 is empty otherwise.) 
Vt3 is open in Xhct) ; t E Vt C rt3 C V, if t E c h(t) $ V,3. I’: is empty 
if t is not in V. 
Let F.be the family of all subsets A of X with the following two properties: 
(i) V,l C A for every t in X. 
(ii) ( Vt2 U Vt3) C A for every t in A. 
Then it is easily checked that V E F and that F is closed under arbitrary 
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intersections. Therefore it has a smallest set W. This W is easily seen to be an 
open set containing F. Also, Utsw (r$ u’~,B u rt) meets each base space in 
a closed set and is therefore closed. It contains Wand is contained in V. Hence 
FCWCWCV. 
(d) The idea of the proof in (c) can be imitated here. 
Finally, the “only if” part follows immediately from Proposition 1.2.1, when 
we observe that each property under consideration is closed-hereditary. 
Next, we consider properties related to disconnectedness. We make the 
definition that a space is very strongly zero dimensional if any two disjoint 
closed sets can be separated by clopen (i.e., both open and closed) sets. 
THEOREM 1.3.2. (a) A c-space is connected if and only if each of its base 
spaces is connected. 
(b) A c-space is totally disconnected if and only if each of its base-spaces is 
totally discomected. 
(c) A c-space is zero dimensional if and only if each of its base spaces is zero 
dimensional. 
(d) A c-space is very strongly zero-dimemimal if and only if each of its 
base spaces is very strongly zero dimemimal. 
(e) A c-space is extmnally disconnected if and only if each of its base spazes 
is an extremally disconnected space with a unique ammulation point. 
Proof. Let X be a c-space determined by the system ({(X, , xJ 11~ 5 (J, 0)}, f). 
(a) Let each X, be connected. Let V be a nonempty clopen subset of X. 
Let x E V. Then +(Xn(z)) is a connected subset of X (by Proposition 1.2.1) and 
the clopen set V meets it at x. Therefore V contains it and hence h(x) E V. 
Thus for all x E V, it is true that h(x) E V. Hence 0 E V (since 0 = h*(x) for 
some positive integer n). Thus every nonempty clopen subset V of X must 
contain the fixed point 0. Therefore X is connected. 
Conversely, let X be connected, let x E X, and let X, be the base space at x. 
Suppose V is a nonempty clopen subset of X, not containing x. Then V* is 
a nonempty clopen subset of X (by Corollary 1.2.3(a) and Proposition 1.2.6(i)) 
not containing x. This contradicts the connectedness of X. 
(b) Let each X, be totally disconnected and let A be a connected subset 
of X. Then p,,(A) is connected and hence is a singleton, say {x}. If x = 0, then 
A = {O}. If x # 0, look at p=(A). It is a singleton. If it is (x}, then A = {x}. 
If it is {y} # {x}, then look at p,(A). Th us p roceeding, we see that either A is 
a singleton or every point of A has level >,n for every n, which implies that A 
is empty. Thus X is totally disconnected. The converse is easy from Proposi- 
tion 1.2.1. 
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(c) and (d) are proved, just as (b) of Theorem 1.3.1. 
(e) Let x E X. If the base space X, is not extremally disconnected, then 
there exist disjoint open sets V and W in X, such that their closures are not 
disjoint. We may assume that neither V nor W contains x (replacing them by 
V\(x) and W\(x), if necessary). Then by Proposition 1.2.6, V* and W* are 
disjoint open subsets of X containing V and W. Evidently, their closures 
cannot be disjoint. Therefore X is not extremally disconnected. 
We have thus shown that if X is extremally disconnected, then each of its 
base spaces is extremally disconnected. 
Now suppose that there is an x in X such that the base space X, at x has an 
accumulation point y different from x. Let S be the set of all points t in {y}* 
such that Z(t) > Z(y) + 2. Then S is disjoint with the base space at z if z = y 
or if z 6 {y}*; S contains the base space at z if x E 5’; in other cases, S contains 
all but one point of the base space at z. In any case S meets each base space 
in an open set and hence S is open in X. It can be easily checked that S = {y)* 
and that it is not open in X. Hence X is not extremally disconnected. 
This completes the proof of one part of the assertion. 
Suppose conversely that each base space is an extremally disconnected space 
with a unique accumulation point. Let V be an open subset of X. We claim 
that v is also open. It suffices to show that for each x in v, if X, is the base 
space at x, then r n X, is open in X, . Now x belongs to the closure of 
(r n X,)\(x), as can be easily checked. The extremal disconnectedness of X, 
now implies that r n X, is a neighborhood of x and hence is open in X, . 
Therefore X is extremally disconnected. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.3. Let P be any topological property preserved by sums, 
quotients, and closed subspaces. Then a c-space has P if and only if each of its base 
spaces has P. 
Proof. This is immediate from the definition of the c-space and from 
Proposition 1.2.1. 
COROLLARY 1.3.4. Each of the following classes is preserved in the c-process: 
sequential spaces, k-spaces, locally connected spaces. 
Remark 1.3.5. (a) We can also prove that several other nice properties, 
such as arcwise connectedness, are preserved by the c-process. However, we 
do not present them here in detail, since they will not be used in this work. 
Since the preceding sections are intended only as a preliminary for the succeeding 
sections, we have confined our attention only to those results that we make 
use of in the sequel. 
(b) There are other variations of the process which do not fit into our 
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scheme. For example, we may mention “two-point-c-process” as employed 
in [3, 341, etc., or “double-side-c-process.” However, the process described 
above is sufficient for our purposes. We do not consider it a worthwhile task to 
study a construction process in detail, unless it is necessitated by interesting 
applications. 
II. STRONGLY RIGID SPACES 
2.0. INTR~D~JcTI~N 
A Hausdorff space X is said to be strongly rigid if every continuous self-map 
of X is either the identity map or a constant map. 
It is hard to believe that a nontrivial strongly rigid space exists. But a sur- 
prising result of De Groot [6] asserts that the plane R2 contains several nontrivial 
strongly rigid subspaces. All these have cardinality c (of the continuum). For 
other cardinalities, no examples are available in the literature as far as we know. 
During his study of topological reflections, Herrlich [13] encounters the question 
whether or not there exist strongly rigid spaces of arbitrarily large cardinalities. 
An affirmative answer to this question is given in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. 
In working toward this goal, we incidentally answer several more natural 
questions. They are specifically pointed out at the appropriate places. 
Now we give a brief outline of our construction of a strongly rigid space 
-rather too brief to suggest all the key ideas used in the construction. 
First we consider a property P which is very close to strong rigidity. We say 
that a space X has the property P if every continuous self-map of X is locally 
constant outside the set of its fixed points. We show that a HausdorfI space is 
strongly rigid if and only if it is a connected space satisfying P and having no 
cut points (Theorem 2.2.1). 
Our method therefore falls into two parts: first, to construct spaces with 
property P which admit connectedness by adding a “small” number of points; 
next, to connect them in such a way that property P is not lost. The following 
are the major steps: 
Step 1. Choose a class of nondiscrete spaces such that between any two 
distinct members, every continuous map is locally constant. The choice must 
be in such a way that the later constructions are performed smoothly. This 
imposes additional conditions on the spaces (Remark 2.4.2). 
Step 2. Construct from them a perfect zero-dimensional HausdortI space 
satisfying P. This is done by the c-process of Part I (Construction 2.1.2 and 
Theorem 2.1.3). 
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Step 3. Construct a totally disconnected space satisfying P which would 
admit a dispersion point. This is obtained by suitably altering the topology 
of the space of the previous step (Proposition 2.2.3 and a part of Construc- 
tion 2.2.4). 
Step 4. Embed the above space in a connected space by just adding two 
points (Construction 2.2.4 and Proposition 2.2.6). Here our technique is similar 
to that of Roy [32]. 
Step 5. Prove that the final space is strongly rigid (Theorem 2.2.8). 
The space thus constructed has a very large cardinality. We later show that 
a cleverer choice of the base spaces (Remark 2.5.4) and a more intricate construc- 
tion of the final space (Construction 2.5.3) lead to strongly rigid spaces of 
arbitrary infinite cardinality (Theorem 2.5.6), under an extra set-theoretic 
assumption beyond ZFC. 
2.1. ZERO-DIMENSIONAL SPACES RIGID FOR CONTINUOUS INJECTIONS 
As a first step in answering the question of Herrlich mentioned above, we 
construct in this section a class of zero-dimensional spaces, satisfying a strong 
condition of rigidity. Our construction involves the c-process described in detail 
in Part I, above. First we describe the base spaces. 
Suppose m is an infinite cardinal number with the following property: 
m cannot be written as a sum of less than m sets, each of which has cardinality 
less than m. For example, us and or are such cardinals. These are called regular 
cardinals. We consider the well-ordered space of all ordinals not exceeding the 
inital ordinal of m, with order topology. We denote by P, , the subspace of all 
nonhmit ordinals, together with the initial ordinal of m. Then P, is a Hausdorf7 
space with a unique accumulation point. Note that a subset A of P, is closed 
if and only if either its cardinality is strictly less than m or it contains the accumu- 
lation point of P, . 
A map f from a topological space X to a set Y is said to be locally constant 
at a point x in X, if it maps some neighborhood of x to a single point. f is said 
to be locally constant, if it is locally constant at each point x in X; in other 
words, f is locally constant if and only if f -l(y) is open for each y in X; that is, 
if and only if the quotient topology induced by f on Y is discrete. 
The following observation is basic in our construction. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 .I. If m, and m2 are distinct regular cardinals, then every 
continuous map from P, 1 to Pm, is locally constant. 
Proof. Let 01~ and (~a be the unique accumulation points of Pm1 and P,,, . 2 
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Let fi Pm1 + Pm, be any continuous map. If  f(o!r) # 01s , then f  is trivially seen 
to be locally constant. So, let f(aJ = ol, . 
I f  m, < ms , then f(P,J has cardinality <m, < m, . Therefore f(Pm,)\{%} 
is closed in Pm, . Since f  1s continuous, this implies that P,,J~-~(cYJ is closed in 
P ml ’ or in other words, f-l(~~s) is open in Pm, . This proves that f  is locally 
constant in this case. 
If  m, > ms , then for each t in P,,, different from 01~) we have f-l(t) is a 
closed set in P,,,, not containing 4 . Hence [ f-l(t)1 < m, for each t E P, \{a&. 
Thus f-l(Cn,\W) is a union of ms (< mr) sets each of which has cardiiality 
<m, . Since m, is assumed to be regular this set has cardinality <m, , and hence 
closed in Pm, . Therefore f-‘(%) is open in Pm,, thereby showing that f is 
locally constant. 
Thus the proof of the proposition is complete. 
Cotrcitruction 2.1.2. We know that regular cardinals exist in abundance. 
Choose any one of them, say m,, , an d let A, = {m,}. I f  for some positive 
integer n, the set A, has already been defined, define A,, to be a set of regular 
cardinals disjoint with A, , A, ,..., A, such that ( A,+1 1 = ClnEA 1 m I. Finally, 
let A = urzI A, . Then A is a set of regular cardinals with”the following 
property: I A ( = z,,,oA I m I. Th ere ore f  {P, 1 m E A} is a candidate for a 
c-system. Let X be a c-space determined by this system, according to Defini- 
tion 1.1.15. Observe that the unique accumulation point of P, is taken as its 
base point in this construction. 
DEFINITION 2.1.3. Let % be a class of continuous maps. A topological 
space X is said to be rigid for V if every continuous self-map of X which belongs 
to V? is trivial. (The identity map and the constant maps are called the trivial 
maps.) Thus rigid spaces are precisely spaces rigid for homeomorphisms; 
strongly rigid spaces are precisely spaces rigid for all continuous maps. 
THEOREM 2.1.4. The space X (of Construction 2.1.2) is a zero-dimensional 
Hausdmff space satisfyig the following condition of rigidity: Every continuous 
self-map of X is locally constant outside the set of its Jixed points. Moreover, X is 
rigid far one-to-one continuous muos. 
Proof. Each base space P,,, is a zero-dimensional Hausdorff space. Hence, 
by Proposition 1.3.2, X is zero dimensional and HausdorfI. 
Now let f  be any continuous self-map of X. Let x be a non-fixed point off. 
We want to show that f  is locally constant at x. Let f(x) = y  + x. Let Pm, 
and Pm, be the base spaces at x and y, respectively. Since each base space has 
only one accumulation point, (y}* (Notation 1.1.1(h)) is open in X (Corol- 
lary 1.2.3(b)). Since f  is continuous, f-l((y}*) must be an open neighborhood 
of x. Let A = f  -l({ y}*) n +(P,,J. ($ is the quotient map defining the c-space.) 
Then A is open in #Pm,) and contains the point x. By Proposition 1.2.1, #Pm,> 
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is homeomorphic to P,, . We know that any nondiscrete open subspace of P,, 
is homeomorphic to 1 Pm,. Therefore, there exists a homeomorphism 
h: Pm, --t @+4). L et p, be the projection map onto the base space at y  
(Definition 1.1.3). Then p, is continuous (Proposition 1.2.4.) Now we have the 
following diagram: 
Pm, -h+ +-l(A) 24 A n f-l({y)*) -fL (y}* 2% +(P& c P,,? . 
Let g be the resulting composite map from P,,, to P,,, That is, 
g = 4~’ 0 P, of 0 $ 0 h. Here h, 4, and 4-r are homeomorphisms. Let 0~~ and 01~ 
be the accumulation points of Pm, and Pm, , respectively. Then g(ar) = 
$-WfW = d-‘(r) = % . Hence by Proposition 2.1.1, gpl(ola) is open in 
ml * Smce + and h are homeomorphisms and since p;‘(y) = {y}, it follows 
that f-‘( y) must be open in A. Now we are near the end of the proof. Consider 
the set B = f-‘(y)\{ y}. We have shown that if t E B, then there is a relatively 
open neighborhood V, of t in the base space at t such that Vt Cf-l(y). It is 
clear that we may take V, Cf-‘(y)\(y). S’ mce this is true for each t in B, it 
follows that B meets every base space in an open set. Hence by Proposition 1.2.2, 
B is open in X. Thus for each y  in X, we have f-l(y)\(y) is open in X. In 
particular it is a neighborhood of x which is entirely mapped to -\‘. Thus f  is 
locally constant at x. 
Now, by Proposition 1.2.5(b), X is perfect. So, the last part of the theorem 
follows from the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.5. Let S be any perfect space such that every continuous 
self-map of S is locally constant outside the set of its fixed points. Then S is rigid 
for one-to-one continuous maps. 
Proof, Let f:  S + S be one-to-one and continuous. Suppose f  is not the 
identity map. Then there exists at least one point x in S which is not a fixed 
point off. Hence by assumption, there is a neighborhood V of .‘c such that 
f(V) = (f(x)}. Since S is perfect, V cannot be a singleton. This contradicts 
the one-to-oneness off and completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 2.1.6. Let us denote by C(X, X) the family of all continuous 
self-maps of X. Then it can be easily proved that the following are equivalent 
for a Hausdorff space X: 
(1) Every continuous self-map of X is locally constant outside the set 
of its fixed points. 
(2) f-l(t)\(t) is open in X for each t in X and each f  in C(X, X). 
We omit the straightforward proof of their equivalence. Since a rigid space 
cannot contain more than one isolated point, we may restrict our attention to 
perfect spaces while studying rigidity. Among perfect spaces, it can be proved 
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that the above condition lies between strong rigidity and rigidity for continuous 
injections. We believe that the above example (of Construction 2.1.2) is the 
first example of a zero-dimensional Hausdorff space satisfying this condition. 
The exact relationship between this condition and strong rigidity is described 
later (Theorem 2.2.1.) 
Remark 2.1.7. It is an immediate consequence of our Construction 2.1.2 
and Theorem 2.1.4 that there exist zero-dimensional Hausdorff spaces of 
arbitrarily high cardinality rigid for one-to-one continuous maps. Thus this 
improves the theorem of De Groot and McDowell [7] which states that zero- 
dimensional HausdorfI rigid spaces of arbitrarily large cardinalities exist. (By 
“arbitrarily large” we mean: Given any cardinal m, there is one such space with 
cardinality >m.) 
Remark 2.1.8. In the construction of the above space X, each base space 
has a unique accumulation point. Therefore they are all very strongly zero 
dimensional. Hence, by Proposition 1.3.2(c), the space X is also very strongly 
zero dimensional. Therefore, if PX is the Stone-Tech compactification of X, 
then /ZX is zero dimensional [5, 9N.11. Now we claim that FX is rigid. 
For this, we claim that if x E X, then X\(x) is not c*-embedded in X. Let 
x E X and let P, be the base space at x. Let A be a cofinal subset of pm such 
that its complement is also cofinal in p,,, . <pm denotes the set of all isolated 
points of P, .) Consider A* (Notation 1 .1.1(h)). We can check easily that A * 
is open in X (Corollary 1.2.3(b)) and that A* u {x] is closed in X (Corol- 
lary 1.2.3(a)). Therefore A* is clopen in X\{x}. Now define a function 
f: x\(x) -+ (0, l} by f(x) = 0 if x E A*, and equal to 1 otherwise. Then f is 
continuous. But f cannot be continuously extended to the point x. For, x is 
in the closure of both A* and its complement in 4(x}. 
Thus we have shown that for every x in X, the set x\{x} is not c*-embedded 
in X. Consequently [5, 9N.31 any self-homeomorphism of /3X must leave the 
set X invariant. Since X is rigid and dense in /3X, it follows that /?X is also rigid. 
Thus we have proved the existence of compact rigid zero-dimensional spaces 
(and therefore, of rigid Boolean algebras) of arbitrarily large cardinalities. This 
answers a question of De Groot and McDowell [7]. This question has also been 
answered independently by Lozier [26]. 
Remark 2.1.9. The following definition is given in [29]. A HausdorR space X 
is said to be chaotic if for any two distinct points x, y of X, there exist a neigh- 
borhood V, of x and a neighborhood V, of y such that no open subset of V, 
is homeomorphic to any (nonempty) open subset of V, . This condition can be 
seen to be equivalent to the condition that no two nonempty disjoint open 
subsets of X are homeomorphic. It is easy to show that every zero-dimensional 
rigid space is chaotic. Thus we have a class of chaotic spaces, thereby answering 
Part (a) of a question of Nix [29]. This part has also been answered independently 
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and by entirely different methods by Berney [2]. The other parts are answered 
in Section 2.4 and in [23]. 
Remark 2.1.10. Let X be the space of construction 2.1.2. Then X has 
many continuous self-maps that are closed. But X is rigid for the following 
classes of maps: 
(1) Countable-to-one continuous maps. 
(2) Compact covering maps. 
(3) Perfect maps. 
We believe that this is the first example of a space rigid for perfect maps, 
but not rigid for closed continuous maps. 
Remark 2.1.11. Let X be the space of construction 2.1.2. Then X has 
many peculiar properties. The following is one of them. Every open subspace 
of X, and every perfect subspace of X, is rigid for one-to-one continuous maps. 
Also, it can be proved that no two distinct perfect subspaces are homeomorphic. 
Of course, there are at least as many perfect subspaces of X as there are elements 
in X. Thus X has many mutually nonhomeomorphic rigid subspaces. 
2.2. A CLASS OF STRONGLY RIGID SPACES 
The purpose of this section is to exploit the properties of the spaces constructed 
in Section 2.1, to prove the existence of strongly rigid spaces of arbitrarily large 
cardinality. The spaces X constructed there have the following property: 
f-l(t)\{t} is open in X for each t in X and eachfin C(X, X). (See Remark 2.4.6.) 
We first characterize strong rigidity in terms of this property. 
THEOREM 2.2.1. A Hausdor- space X is strongly rigid if and only if it satis$es 
the followiq three conditions: 
(i) X is connected. 
(ii) X has no cut points. 
(iii) f-W\{ > P t is o en in X for all t E X and for all f E C(X, .X). 
Proof. Suppose X is strongly rigid. If V is a nonempty proper clopen 
subset of X, we can choose a point x in V and a pointy in X\V; then the function 
which sends V to y and X\V to x is a nontrivial continuous self-map of X, 
contradicting the strong rigidity of X. Therefore X must be connected. Let x 
be any point in X. We claim that x\{ x is also connected. If not, let V be a > 
nonempty proper subset of x\(x) clopen in X\(x). Then the function which 
sends the whole of V to point x and is the identity map on x\V can be proved 
to be continuous. Since it is nontrivial, it contradicts the strong rigidity of X. 
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Hence X can have no cut points. Last, if f E C(X, X) is the identity map, then 
f -l(t)\{t} is empty for each t in X and hence open; if it is the constant map, then 
f-I(t)\(t) is either X or x\(t) and in any case an open subset of X. Since there 
are no nontrivial maps, (iii) holds for X. Thus a strongly rigid space possesses 
properties (i), (ii), and (iii). 
Conversely, let X be a Hausdorff space satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii). We claim 
that X is strongly rigid. Let f be any continuous self-map of X. Let t E X. 
Then the set f -l(t)\(t) is open in X by condition (iii). By continuity off, the 
set f-l(t) is closed in X. It follows that f -l(t)\{t} is clopen in X{t} for each t 
in X. But x\{t} is connected for each t in X, by condition (ii). Therefore for 
each t in X, f -l(t)\(t} is either o or x\(t). If f -l(t)\(t) = x\(t) for some t in X, 
then f maps each point of x\{t} to t. Now t cannot be isolated in X, since X is 
connected. Therefore t is in the closure of x\(t) and hence f is a constant map 
with value t. If this case does not hold, then f-l(t)\(t) is empty for each t in X. 
In this case, f is easily proved to be the identity map. Thus every continuous 
self-map of X is trivial; that is, X is strongly rigid. 
Remark 2.2.2. Since connected spaces with no cut points exist in abundance 
and can be easily produced and handled, the most difficult part of strong rigidity 
lies in condition (iii) of the previous theorem. But now we have many spaces 
satisfying condition (iii), namely, those constructed in Section 2.1. Out of 
these spaces, we wish to manufacture strongly rigid spaces. We want to make 
some slight changes either in the topology or on the underlying set, to obtain 
a connected space; the change should be so slight that the condition (iii) is not 
lost. 
Since these spaces are all zero dimensional, there is no hope of obtaining 
a connected space with slight alterations in the tzpology. Hence we try to 
enlarge the set slightly and define neighborhoods at the extra points suitably 
so that we get a connected space. We should not add too many extra points, 
lest we lose condition (iii). Therefore we prefer to add only a tkite number of 
points, but then the enlarged space cannot be connected. 
One way out-the way we choose-is to perform both operations simul- 
taneously. We change the topology of X slightly (so that zero dimensionality 
is lost, even though connectedness is not accomplished) and then add a few 
points and define a connected topology. Since we are strengthening the topology 
on X, the new topofogy also remains totally disconnected and we are connecting 
it by the addition of a few points. 
Now let us see how many extra points are required to get a strongly rigid 
space. If there is only one extra point, then it will be a noncut point (in facti 
a dispersion point) and hence the space cannot be strongly rigid. Therefore we 
must have at least two extra points. In our construction, we take exactly two 
points and succeed in getting a strongly rigid space. We need the following 
proposition as a preliminary to the construction. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2.3. Let X be the space constructed in Section 2.1. Then X 
can be written as uz=, B, where the B,‘s are pairwise disjoint and dense in X. 
Proof. First we prove a similar (not the same) property for the base spaces 
of X. Let m be any regular cardinal. Consider the space Pm . (Recall that Pm 
is a space of cardinality m with a unique accumulation point 01 such that the 
neighborhoods of LY are precisely those sets containing 01 whose complements 
have cardinality strictly less than m.) We consider the set P,,\(m> and partition 
it into a countable number of subsets, each of which has cardinal m. In other 
words we write Pm as the union of A& Am2 ,..., A,” ,..., where these sets are 
pairwise disjoint and each has cardinality m. Note that 01 belongs to the closure 
of each A ,nn. Such a partition is carried out in each base space of the space X. 
Now for each positive integer n, we put C, = ulneJ4(&“), where m ranges 
over the set J of all cardinals that were employed in the construction of X 
and 4 is the quotient map defining the space X. 
Let 0 be the least element of X (with respect to the partial order defined in 
a c-space). Take B, = C, u {0), and take B, = C, for n = 2, 3 ,... . 
It is obvious that these B,‘s are pairwise disjoint. I f  x is any point of X 
different from 0, there is a unique m in J such that x is an isolated point in 
+(P,). Then there is a unique positive integer n such that x belongs to $(A,“). 
Then x belongs to B, . Thus X = (j,“=, B, . 
Finally, for each positive integer n and for each x in X, it is true that x is in 
the closure of A,“,,, and hence x is in i?, . Thus each B, is dense in X. 
Construction 2.2.4. We now construct a space Y (which will be the object 
of study in this section). Its underlying set will be the set X (where X is a space 
constructed in Section 2.1) together with two extra points denoted by 00 and 
-co. Its topoIogy will be ttronger than the original topology of X at the points 
of X and will be suitably defined at the new points. The two new points will 
be proved to form a dispersion set and Y will be proved to be a strongly rigid 
space. 
To define a topology on the set Y, we use Proposition 2.2.3 and write X as 
UL x7l , where the Xn’s are pairwise disjoint and dense in X. Each X, 
will retain its topology in Y. That is, the topology of X, is the same whether 
it is considered a subspace of X (with original topology) or a subspace of Y 
(with the new topology that we are now defining). Further, those Xn’s with odd 
sufhxes (n = fl, f3,...) will be declared open in Y. (Note that they are not 
open in X.) When n is even, if x belongs to X, , then a basic open neighborhood 
of x will be V n (X, u X,-, u Xn+i), where V is an open neighborhood of x 
in X. A basic neighborhood of co is of the form (Un>nO X,) u {co) for some 
integer n, . A basic neighborhood of --co will analogously be of the form 
(U n+ X,) U {-co} for some integer n, . It can be checked that these stipula- 
tions specify a unique topology on Y. 
Before going through this construction and the following propositions, the 
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reader is advised to read Roy’s article [32]. However, the present situation has 
compelled us to make some alterations in the technique. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.5. The space Y has the following properties: 
(i) If n is odd, X, is open in Y. 
(ii) If n is odd and V is an open subset of X, then v meets both X,,, and 
X,,, nontrivially. 
(iii) If n is even, X, C J&-l f3 Xn+l . 
(iv) If A is open in X, und if fi A -+ X, is any continuous function, then f 
is locally constant outside the set of its fixed points. (This is true for each pair of 
integers n and m.) 
(v) The relative topology of Xfrom Y is finer than its original topology. 
Proof. (i) is a part of the definition of the topology on Y. (It is stated here, 
for convenience in later references in Section 2.5.) 
(ii) Let n be odd and let V be an open subset of X, . Then there exists 
an open subset V, of X such that V, n X, = V. Since X,, is dense .in X, it 
follows that V, n X,,,, is nonempty. Let t E V, n X,,, . We claim that t E I? 
If W is a neighborhood of t in X then there exists a neighborhood W, of t in X 
such that W, n (X, u X,,, u X,,,) is contained in W. Then W, n V, is a 
neighborhood of t in X. Since X, is dense in X, it follows that W, n VI n X, 
is nonempty. That is, WI n V is nonempty. It follows that W n V is nonempty. 
Thus every neighborhood of t in Y meets V. Thus t E v n X,,, . Similar 
arguments prove that 7 n X,-, is also nonempty. 
(iii) If n is even and if t E X,, , then by the very definition of basic neigh- 
borhoods of t, every neighborhood of t meets both X,-r and X,, . Therefore 
x, C VL n X+d. 
(iv) Let A be open in X,, and let f: A -+ X,,, be any continuous function. 
Then we claim that f is locally constant outside the set of its fixed points. Even 
though this is not a consequence of Theorem 2.1.4, it can be proved along the 
same lines. We need only observe that every nondiscrete subspace of Pm with 
cardinality m must be homeomorphic to Pm . 
(v) This can be verified easily. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.6. The space Y (of Construction 2.2.4) is a connected 
Hausdorff space with {- 00, 03) as a dispersion set. (A dispersion set in a connected 
space is a subset whose complement is totally disconnected.) 
Proof. Let F be any clopen subset of Y containing the point on. Then 
there exist an integer n,, such that F 1 X,, for each n > n, . Suppose that among 
such integers n, there is a smallest one, say m. If m is odd, then consider X,-r . 
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By Proposition 2.2.5(iii), we have X,-r C Xm. But X, CF and F is closed. 
Therefore X,-, CF. This contradicts our choice of m. Hence m cannot be odd. 
Therefore m is even and F is an open set containing X, . Now if V is any open 
subset of X,a, , then v  meets X, nontrivially (by Proposition 2.2.5(ii)) and 
hence V n F is nonempty. Thus F meets every open subset of X,-r nontrivially 
and hence F contains a dense subset of X,-r . On the other hand F is closed 
in Y. Therefore F 3 X,-r . This again contradicts our choice of m, thereby 
showing that such an integer m does not exist. It follows that F 3 X, for each 
integer n. Since F is closed, it follows that --GO also belongs to F and thus 
F = Y. This proves the connectedness of Y. 
Now Y\{-co, co} is an open subset of Y. It is Hausdorff by Proposition 2.2.5(v) 
since the original topology of X is Hausdorff. Now let t be any point of X, . 
Consider (&n--a X,.) U (--CD} and ((Jr,n+B X,) u {CO}. These two sets are 
neighborhoods of ---co and co, respectively. They are disjoint. Also, any basic 
neighborhood oft is disjoint with both of them. This shows that Y is HausdorfL 
Finally, the total disconnectedness of Y\{-co, a> follows from Proposi- 
tion 2.2.5(v) and the fact that the original topology of X is totally disconnected. 
Remark 2.2.7. We have actually proved much more. We have shown that 
every clopen set containing 00 must contain X, for each integer n. It follows 
that -co is not a cut point. Similarly, it can be shown that 00 is also a non-cut 
point. (This implies that any nonempty subset of X which is clopen in X 
must have both co and ---co as its limit points. This fact will be used in the 
proof of the next theorem.) The same proof also shows that no other point of Y 
can be a cut point. Thus Y is a connected space without cut points. Now 
Theorem 2.2.1 together with Proposition 2.2.5(iv) and Remark 2.1.6 gives us 
hope that Y is strongly rigid. This is what we prove next. 
THEOREM 2.2.8. The space Y (of Construction 2.2.4) is strongly rigid. 
Proof. Let f: Y -+ Y be any nonconstant continuous map. Let F be the set 
of all fixed points of Y. We want to show that F = Y. For this, we consider 
f (x\F), and divide the proof into two cases. 
Case 1 
Let f (X\F) C {-co, co}. Now consider the three closed sets F, f-l(a), and 
f -l(- co). Intersecting each of them with X, we have three closed subsets of 
X which are pairwise disjoint. Also, our assumption implies that X is the union 
of these three sets. Consequently, each is clopen in X. Now if X n F were 
empty, then f  is a nonconstant map with finite range, which is impossible 
since Y is connected. Therefore X n F is nonempty. If  f -l( co) n X is nonempty, 
then by Remark 2.2.7, -co is in the closure of both X n F and X n f -l(a); 
this implies that f (- co) = -co = co, which is a contradiction. Iff -I(- 03) n X 
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is nonempty, we get a similar contradiction. Therefore both j-“(m) n X and 
j”(-co) n X must be empty. In this case F r> X and hence F = Y and we 
are through. 
Case 2 
Let f(X\F) q {- 03, co>. In this case there exist distinct points x and y in X 
such that j(x) = y. Now there exist unique integers n and m such that x E X, 
and y E X,,, . Now we consider two subcases. 
Case 2a. Suppose m is odd. Then X, is open in Y. Therefore j-1(X,) n X,, 
is an open subset of X, . Let us denote it by V. Then the restriction of j to V 
is a continuous map from V into X, . Therefore by Proposition 2.2.5(iv), there 
exists a relative neighborhood W of x in X, such that W is mapped to the pointy. 
We claim that some point of X,,, is mapped into X, . For this, we divide this 
subcase, again into two subcases. 
Cuss 2a(i). Suppose n is odd. Then w is not disjoint with X,,, , by 
Proposition 2.2.5(ii). But WC j-‘(y) and j”(y) is closed. Therefore there 
exists a point in X,, which is mapped to y. So, we have proved our claim in 
this case. 
Case 2a(ii). Suppose n is even. Then x E z, (by Proposition 2.2.5(iii))) 
Therefore j(x), ~j(X,+r). Now X, is an open set containing j(x). Therefore. 
X, n j(X,+,) is not empty. Therefore, some point of X,,, is mapped into X, . 
Thus in both these subcases, we have proved our claim that there exists 
xl in Xn+l such that j(xr) E X, . Now repeating the argument with x, in place 
of X, we get a point x2 in X,,, such that j(xJ E X, . In this fashion, we get a 
sequence of points x1 , x2 ,..., x, ,... such that x, E X,,, for Y = I,2 ,... and 
such that j(x7) E X, for each r = 1,2,... . Clearly this sequence converges to 
the point co. Therefore j( co) E z. 
Similar arguments prove that j( - 00) E x, . 
Now let R be the range of j. Then R is a connected subset of Y having at 
least two points. Now R is not disjoint with X,,, . Suppose there are two integers 
s, and s, such that s, < m < s, and such that R n X3, and R n Xs, are empty. 
Then R n Ul<s<sa X,) can be checked to be a clopen subset of R. It is non- 
empty, since it contains point y. Also, it is a subset of Y\{-co, CO) and hence 
totally disconnected and therefore cannot be the whole of R. This contradicts 
the connectedness of R. Therefore it follows that either R n X, is nonempty 
for each s > m or R n X, is nonempty for each s < m. 
Let us assume that R n X8 is nonempty for each s > m. (The other case 
can be disposed off in a similar way.) 
Now let us consider two subcases: 
Case 2a.l. Suppose whenever s is an odd integer >m + 4, then X8 has 
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a fixed point (with respect to f). Then 0~) is in the closure of the fixed-point 
set of f and hence f( CO) = 00. This contradicts the result that f(a) E I,,, 
since we know that X, C (X, U X,,+, U X,,,). 
Case 2a.2. Suppose Case 2a.l does not hold. Then there exists an odd 
integer s > m + 4 such that X, has no fixed point. By our assumption, X, n R 
is nonempty. Choose any point yi in X, n R. Then f-‘(yr) cannot contain 00 
or - co (since f( CO) and f( - co) are in Xm C (X, u X,-r U X,,,)). Therefore 
there exists a point x1 in X such that f(xJ = yr . But by our earlier arguments, 
this would imply that f(co) E X, . This is a contradiction, since Xs and X,,, 
are disjoint. 
Thus Case 2a leads to contradictions, in all its subcases, and hence cannot 
hold. 
Case 2b. Suppose m is even. Let V be a basic neighborhood of y. Consider 
f-l(V). This is an open neighborhood of x. Let W = f-‘( V)\F. Then W is also 
a neighborhood of x. Now we consider two subcases. 
Case 2b(i). Suppose there are some points of W that are mapped into 
X m+l or X,-i . Then since m + 1 and m - 1 are odd, this reduces to Case 2a 
and therefore leads to contradictions. 
Case 2b(ii). Suppose no point of W is mapped to X,,, or X,-, . Since 
V C (X,-i u X, u X,,) it follows that the whole of W is mapped into X, . 
Then the proof of Case 2a, with all its subcases, can be imitated in this case 
also, to lead to contradictions. 
Thus we have shown that Case 2 cannot hold at all. Therefore Case 1 has to 
hold, in which case we have proved that F = Y and therefore f is the identity 
map. 
Thus Y is strongly rigid. 
Remark 2.2.9. We have exhibited a proper class (i.e., a class which is not 
a set) of strongly rigid spaces. For, if m is any cardinal, a strongly rigid space 
of cardinality >m can be constructed by the above method. 
If Y and Y’ are two spaces constructed by the above method, starting from 
disjoint sets of cardinal numbers, then we will show that every continuous 
function from Y to Y’ must be constant. If f is a continuous function from Y 
to Y’, then its range must be connected and hence, if it is not a singleton, it 
must contain infinite number of points of Xn’s with n odd. (For, any set which 
has only a finite number of points of odd Xn’s is easily checked to be totally 
disconnected.) Therefore there must be at least one point in the range such 
that it belongs to Xn’s with n odd and such that it is neither f( oar) nor f( - 00~). 
Choose any preimage of that point. Now a proof along the lines of Case 2a of 
Theorem 2.2.8 finishes the proof of our assertion. 
Thus we have proved the following: 
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THEOREM. There exists a proper class of Hausdorff spaces such that the only 
continuous maps between any two of them are identities and constants. 
This solves a problem of Herrlich posed in [13]. 
Remark 2.2.10. We have already proved that zero-dimensional rigid spaces 
of arbitrarily high cardinality exist (Remark 2.1.7). Now it follows from the 
theorems of this section that connected rigid spaces of arbitrarily high cardinality 
exist. We prove later (Section 2.5) that strongly rigid spaces of arbitrary infinite 
cardinality exist. 
Remark 2.2.11. The concept of spaces with very small dispersion sets is 
as pathological as that of a strongly rigid space. Here we have given many 
examples combining the two pathologies to a maximum possible extent. 
Remark 2.2.12. We remark, without proof, more peculiarities of the sub- 
spacesX~{co}andX~{--oo}of Y: 
For each of them the semigroup of continuous self-maps is large enough, in 
the sense that the nontrivial continuous self-maps separate the points of the 
space. Further, it is also a nice idempotent semigroup. The two semigroups 
are isomorphic to each other. But still the spaces are not homeomorphic. In 
fact one is not even a continuous image of the other. 
Further, in these spaces every continuous self-map is a retraction. 
In each of them, a closed subset is a retract if and only if its intersection 
with X is open in X. Thus here the nonempty retracts form a Boolean algebra 
under the usual set union and intersection. 
2.3. COMPLETE BUT NOT REFLECTIVE 
In this short section, we give one application of the main result of Section 2.2 
to category theory. We are indebted to Professor H. Herrlich for bringing it 
to our attention. 
Let us denote by TOP the category of all topological spaces with continuous 
maps as morphisms. 
DEFINITION 2.3.1. If &’ is a category and 6G9 is a full subcategory of -02, 
then %’ is said to be a complete subcategory of ral, if every diagram in a that 
has a limit in & has its limit in W itself. 
99 is said to be reflective in JZZ’ if to each object X of & there is an object 
X* of G? and a morphism yx: X-t X* such that every morphism from X to 
any object of B factors uniquely through yx . 
For details about these notion, refer to Freyd [4], Mitchell [28], or Herrlich 
and Strecker [1.5]. 
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THEOREM 2.3.2. There is a complete subcategory of TOP which is not rejlective 
in TOP. 
Proof. We merely sketch the proof. By Remark 2.2.8, there is a proper 
class of Hausdorff spaces such that the only continuous maps between any two 
of them are identities and constants. Let 9? be the full subcategory of TOP 
generated by the products of members of this class. Then it can be proved 
(See Herrlich [Ill) that every morphism in g is either an identity or a constant 
or a projection and that .99 is a complete subcategory. But g is not reflective 
in TOP. For, we claim that the two-element discrete space (in fact any dis- 
connected space) does not possess a reflection in G?. If  possible, let IJesJ Xa be 
its reflection. Then from our class, choose X0 such that X, # X, for each 01 in J. 
Then every map from nlaeJ X, to X, is constant. It follows that a nonconstant 
map from 2 into X, cannot be factored via nacJ X, . Thus 2 has no reflection 
in .G?. 
Remark 2.3.3. In the statement of Theorem 2.3.2, TOP can be replaced 
by the category HAUS of all Hausdorff spaces. The same proof remains valid 
for HAUS also. 
Remark 2.3.4. It is known [4] that in any category, every reflective sub- 
category must be complete. Theorem 2.3.2 asserts that the converse is not true 
even in such nice categories as TOP or HAUS. The falsity of this converse, in 
fact the existence of a complete cocomplete well-powered co-well-powered 
category containing a complete nonreflective subcategory was first proved by 
Herrlich [14]. Theorem 2.3.2 asserts that TOP is one such category. 
Remark 2.3.5. One of the major open problems in categorical topology is 
the characterization of the reflective subcategories of TOP and HAUS. Every 
reflective subcategory of TOP is productive and intersective. Herrlich [ll] 
asked whether the converse would be true. Theorem 2.3.2 answers the question 
in the negative. Now it is difficult even to conjecture what the reflective sub- 
categories of TOP will be. For, even a complete subcategory can fail to be 
reflective. 
2.4. EXTREMALLY DISCONNECTED RIGID SPACES 
During our investigation into the cardinalities of strongly rigid spaces, we 
have to construct another hierarchy of rigid spaces, which turn out to be 
extremally disconnected. 
Remark 2.4.1. We first give a brief history of extremally disconnected 
rigid spaces. Having given an example of a compact Hausdorff zero-dimensional 
rigid space, Katetov [24] asked whether such spaces can be extremally dis- 
connected. Later Raikhberg [30] g ave the first example of an extremally dis- 
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connected rigid space. As far as we know, no more examples of extremally 
disconnected rigid spaces are available in the literature. Hence we may ask: 
Are there countable extremally disconnected rigid spaces ? What is the potency 
of the set of all extremally disconnected rigid topologies on a set? Are there 
extremally disconnected spaces rigid for perfect maps ? We shall answer these 
and some other related questions as a by-product of our approach toward our 
main theorem (Theorem 2.5.6). 
Remark 2.4.2. Our aim is to imitate the constructions and proofs of Sec- 
tions 2.1 and 2.2 with suitable modifications to obtain a strongly rigid space of 
a given infinite cardinality. If the same methods are to carry over, then the base 
spaces must satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) Each base space has exactly one accumulation point. (This has been 
heavily used in the proofs of Theorem 2.1.4, Proposition 2.2.5(iv), etc.) 
(ii) Every continuous map between any two distinct base spaces is 
locally constant. (This has been vital in the proofs of almost all our main steps.) 
(iii) Each base space satisfies the following properties: If x is an accumula- 
tion point of a set A, then A can be divided into two disjoint sets A, and A, 
such that x is an accumulation point of both A, and A, . (In the presence of(i), 
this is equivalent to the condition that every extremally disconnected subspace 
is discrete. This has been used in Proposition 2.2.3 and therefore in Construc- 
tion 2.2.4.) 
(iv) Of course here we want the extra condition that all the base spaces 
must have the same cardinality m (where m is a given infinite cardinal number). 
The above four conditions are so strong that they dash our hopes of the 
existence of such a collection (of cardinality m) of base spaces of cardinality m. 
Therefore we choose to omit the third condition in our selection of base spaces 
and make necessary modifications in the later constructions; we finally succeed, 
with some difficulty. 
DEFINITION. Let m be a given infinite cardinal. Let D be a discrete space 
of cardinality m. Let /ID be its Stone-Tech compactification. We say that two 
elements of /ID\0 are comparable if one of them is taken to the other by some 
continuous self-map of /3D, leaving D invariant. 
We need the following theorem of Kunen in a weaker form. See [41, p. 2391 
for a proof. 
THEOREM. /3D\D contains a subset of cardinality 2m in which no two elements 
are comparable. 
We let A be a subset of jlD\D, having cardinality m, in which no two elements 
are comparable. We let .F = {D u {p} 1 p E A}. We claim that s satisfies 
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properties (i), (ii) and (iv). Of these, (i) and (iv) are obvious. To prove (ii), 
let p, , pa be two distinct elements in A and let f: D u (pl} + D u {pz> be a 
continuous map. f is obviously locally constant at points other than p, . If 
f(P1) + Pz 9 it is locally constant at p, also. Therefore we need only consider 
the case where f(p,) = pa and show that f-l(p,) is a neighborhood of p, . 
Suppose it is not a neighborhood of p, . Then its complement in D u {pl} is a 
neighborhood of p, (because the topology is an ultrafilter topology). Call it V. 
That is, V = D u {pr}\f-l(p,). Then V is an open subset of D u {pl} con- 
taining the point p, . Therefore I’ is homeomorphic to D u {pi}. (This is a 
special property of these spaces.) Let h: D u {pr] + V be a homeomorphism. 
Then h fixes p, . Now g = f  0 h is a continuous map from D u {pl} to D u {p2} 
such that g-‘(pa) = p, . Therefore g(D) C D and it has a unique continuous 
extension g’: /ID + /3D. This shows that p, and pa are in the same equivalence 
class, contrary to our choice of A. This proves the required property of 9. 
Having chosen such a family 9, we note that the cardinality of 9 is equal 
to the sum of the cardinalities of members of 9. Hence we can talk of c-spaces 
determined by F (Definition 1.1.4). Let 2 be one’such c-space. 
THEOREM 2.4.3. The space Z constructed above is an extremally disconnected 
T, space of cardinality m, rigid for one-to-one continuous maps. In fact, every 
continuous self-map of X is locally constant outside the set of its jixed points. 
Proof. Each base space in the construction of 2 is an extremally disconnected 
HausdorfI space, with a unique accumulation point. Therefore 2 is Hausdoti 
(by Proposition 1.3.1) and extremally disconnected (by Proposition 1.3.2). The 
latter assertions can be proved, exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.4. 
Remark 2.4.4. We have thus proved that, for each infinite cardinal m, 
there exists an extremally disconnected T3 space of cardinality m, rigid for l-l 
continuous maps. 
Remark 2.4.5. Let D be an infinite descrete space of cardinality m. Two 
points of /3D\D are said to be equivalent if there is a self-homeomorphism of ,6D 
taking one to the other. Since each homeomorphism of j3D comes out of a 
permutation of D, there are only 2” such maps. Therefore each equivalence 
class has at most 2” elements. Consequently, there are 22’” equivalence classes. 
Therefore it is possible to choose a collection of 22” pairwise disjoint sets (A,} 
each of cardinality m, such that their union meets each equivalence class in at 
most one element. Then each A, can be used to construct a rigid space X, as 
described above. Then we have a collection {X,) of 22’” rigid spaces. We can 
prove, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.4, that every continuous map f :  X, + X, 
with 01 # fi must be locally constant (and therefore the preimage of any set is 
open). Consequently X, and X, cannot be homeomorphic unless 01 = /I. 
This proves that on a set of infinite cardinality m, there exist 22” mutually 
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nonhomeomorphic topologies each of which is extremally disconnected and 
rigid for l-l continuous maps (as many as there are topologies on that set!). 
Remark 2.4.6. The spaces constructed above are also zero dimensional 
and rigid for ml-to-one continuous maps where rn’ is any cardinal <m. They 
are also rigid for perfect maps. 
We believe that these are the first known examples of such spaces. 
Remark 2.4.7. The spaces constructed here have many peculiar properties. 
For example, it can be proved that in these spaces, every perfect subset is open. 
Remark 2.4.8. Let us now consider the particular case when m = N,, . The 
space X will then be a countable extremally disconnected Hausdorff space. 
But by a result of [17], every such space is homeomorphic to a subspace of PN, 
the Stone-Tech compactification of a countably infinite discrete space N. Since X 
is perfect, it follows that its homeomorphic copy is contained in /3N\N. Thus 
we have proved: 
/?N\N contains 2” mutually nonhomeomorphic subspaces, each of which is 
countable, extremally disconnected, and rigid (even for finite-to-one continuous 
maps). 
We can also prove that these can be chosen to be pairwise disjoint subspaces 
of /?N\N. An analagous result for homogeneous subspaces has been proved by 
Sirota [35]. 
Remark 2.4.9. The condition that any continuous function between any 
two distinct members of 9 is locally constant can be rephrased in this case in 
a nicer way. Since the neighborhood system at the nonisolated point of D v  {p} 
is given by an ultrafilter of D, it follows that such a topology is a maximal 
nondiscrete topology. So, it is enough to require that no member of s be a 
quotient of another member of .F. The equivalence of the two statements can 
be easily proved. 
Remark 2.4.10. We cannot imitate the result of Remark 2.1.8 here. For, 
the proof there depends entirely on the fact that the base spaces P, are not 
extremally disconnected. In this case, we are not sure whether ,9X could be 
rigid. If the answer is yes, then we would have produced a compact extremally 
disconnected rigid space, answering a problem of Katetov [24]. 
2.5. CARDINALITY OF STRONGLY RIGID SPACES 
In Section 2.1 we constructed zero-dimensional spaces of large cardinality in 
which every continuous self-map is locally constant outside the set of its fixed 
points. In Section 2.2, we used them to construct strongly rigid spaces of large 
cardinality. In Section 2.4 we constructed zero-dimensional spaces of arbitrary 
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cardinality satisfying the same rigidity condition as the spaces of Section 2.1. 
Now we want to imitate the construction and results of Section 2.2 for these 
spaces, in order to get strongly rigid spaces of arbitrary infinite cardinality. 
But similar arguments fail to work in many places. We have a long distance yet 
to go to achieve our ends. 
The construction of Y (in Section 2.2) heavily depends upon Proposition 2.2.3, 
which states that the space X (of Section 2.1) can be written as a countable 
union of pairwise disjoint dense subsets; the proof of its strong rigidity heavily 
uses Proposition 2.2.5(iv), which states that the above decomposition has the 
property that any continuous map from any one of them to any other is locally 
constant outside the set of its fixed points. Hence we seek such a decomposition 
for the space 2 of Section 2.4. The methods of proof of Proposition 2.2.3 com- 
pletely fail here, since the base spaces are extremally disconnected. Some other 
natural decompositions (e.g., the one obtained by defining 2, = {x E Z/the 
level of z is divisible by 2” but not by 2”+l}) d o not satisfy the latter condition 
on rigidity. Therefore we have to switch over to other methods. 
Now we observe that such a special decomposition of X was used only to 
construct a space Y which can be written as the disjoint union of Xn’s (for 
n = 1,2,...) with two extra points --03 and CO, satisfying the five conditions 
of Proposition 2.2.5. Hence we now try to obtain such a space without using 
such a decomposition. The most important and rarely available property is 
condition (iv) of Proposition 2.2.5 (condition of rigidity). I f  we take IV, , IV, ,... 
to be spaces of type 2 constructed as in Remark 2.4.5, then condition (iv) is 
satisfied by them. We let S be their disjoint union together with two extra 
points, --CO and co. We have to specify a topology on S in such a way that the 
first three conditions of Proposition 2.2.5 are also satisfied. Thus we have 
transferred the difficulty of the problem from one part to another. We are not 
sure whether S always admits such a topology. However, we shall prove that if 
w, , w, ,..* are constructed out of carefully chosen sets of base spaces (as in 
Remark 2.5.2), then S admits such a topology (Proposition 2.5.5). 
Remark 2.5.1. Let D be a discrete space of cardinality m. Take a partition 
of D into m mutually disjoint subsets, each of cardinality m. Well-order the 
partition classes, in the order type of [ 1, a,), where ol, is the initial ordinal of m. 
Let PI , Pz ,... be these classes. If  A CD, let a(A) = {p E [l, 01~) 1 A n Ps is 
infinite}. Let F = {A C D/u(A) is a bounded subset of [l, a,)>. In other words, 
a subset A of D belongs to .F if and only if there exists r in [l, am) such that 
A n PO is finite for every /3 3 r. Put G = (/3D\A’ 1 A E F}, where the closures 
are taken in PD. Since A is clopen in PD, it follows that G is a family of clopen 
subsets of /ID. Since for each A in F we have D\A is infinite, it follows that no 
member of G is empty (for /3D\A3 D\A). S’ mce F can be easily verified to be 
closed under finite unions, the family G has the finite intersection property. 
The compactness of /ID implies that F = &o G is nonempty. 
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We shall prove that F has cardinality 2s”. Consider another such partition 
81 3 Qz ,.a. of D “orthogonal” to the original partition, that is, such that Q. n Pe 
has cardinality m for every (Y, p in [l, 01~). For each OL in [l, ol,,J let G, = G U {&}. 
I f  G E G, there exists FE 9 such that G = pD\A, and therefore G n ga 3 
(D\A) n QII = the closure of an infinite set. This proves that G, also has finite 
intersection property. This implies that there is a point p, in F n Q= . This is 
true for each 01 E [l, an) and clearly then (pa [ 01 E [l, a,)} is a discrete subspace 
of F having cardinality m such that its points can be separated by a family of 
pairwise disjoint open sets in PD. But F is closed. These imply that F contains 
a homeomorphic copy of j3D itself and hence [F 1 = 22m. This assertion is also 
a consequence of Theorem 7.7(b) of [41]. 
Next we need the following theorem of Hajnal, whose proof may be found 
in [41, p. 2521: 
THEOREM. Let D be an in.nite discrete space of cardinality m. Assume 
(2”)+ < 2zm. Then every closed subset of /3D\D having cardinality 22m contains 
a subset of cardinality 2” in which no two elements are comparable. 
It follows (under the assumption (29+ < 22”) that it is possible to select m 
distinct points in /3D\D such that (i) each point belongs to F and (ii) no two 
distinct points are comparable. 
In the construction that follows, whenever we use a collection of points in 
pD\D we shall assume that we are taking such a collection. 
LEMMA 2.5.3. Let p EF (where F is the subset of /ID\0 constructed above). 
Then there exists a well-ordered decreasing family of neighborhoods VI 3 V, r) ... 
of type [I, a,) such that every open neighborhood V of p has to meet at least one 
Ve\Ve+, in an in.nite set. (In fact the set of p’s such that V n (Ve\Ve+,) is infinite 
is unbounded.) 
Proof. For each 01 such that / 011 < m, define V, = fiD\Us<ll Pe . Then 
V, E G and therefore p E V, (for, F is the intersection of all members of G 
and p belongs to F). Then VI 1 V, 3 ... is a well-ordered decreasing family 
of neighborhoods of p indexed by [l, a,). We show that this family has the 
required property. Let V be any neighborhood of p. Suppose V meets each 
annulus Ve\ Ve,, in a finite set. Since for each /3, the set Pe is contained in 
VB\VB, it follows that V meets each partition class Pe in a finite set. Therefore, 
V n D belongs to 9 by the definition of 9. Therefore /3D\V n D belongs to G 
and hence p E /?D\V n D. This contradicts the fact that V is a neighborhood 
of p and D is dense in PD. This contradiction proves that V meets Ve\Ve+, in 
an infinite set, for at least one j3. 
Construction 2.5.3. For each integer n = 0, &l, &2,..., let A, be a subset 
of F C j3D\D such that: 
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(i) 1 A, ] = m for each n. 
(ii) The An’s are pairwise disjoint and 
(iii) no two distinct elements of (Jz=-, A, are comparable. 
With the collection {D U (p} j p E A,) as the collection of base spaces, let 
IV, be a space constructed by the c-process. Let S = (Ur=-, IV,) U {-co, co>, 
where co and - co are two extra points. On this set S, we now define a topology. 
This we do in a manner analagous to that in Construction 2.2.4. 
We declare the Wn’s with suffix n. odd open in S, retaining their topology. 
If  x E W,, we now specify a basic neighborhood of x. For this, we need additional 
preparation. 
First, we choose for each odd Y two disjoint dense subsets T, and T’, of W,. 
as follows: We let T,, be the set of a11 points of odd level in W, , whereas we 
let T’, be the set of all points of even level in W, . 
Next, we define a bijection 0 (= t&J from W,,\(O) onto the set [I, oi,) x T2n+l. 
This is done recursively as follows: On’ the points of level one in W,, , it is 
defined to be an arbitrary bijection onto the set [1, mm) x (the points of first 
level in Tzn+l}. Now let 0 be defined up to the sth level, such that it takes, for 
each r < s, the points of level r in W,, to a pair, whose second coordinate is a 
point of level 2r - 1 in W2n+l (and this is a point of Tzn+l). Now let x be any 
point of sth level. Let 6(x) = (cy, y). Then y  is a point of level 2s - 1. Now 
consider the annulus V,(y)\ V,+,( y). Th’ 1s is a part of the base space at y. Let 
A, be the set of all points t of W,,,, satisfying: 
(a) t is of level 2s + 1, and 
(b) t lies above some point of the above annulus. 
Then A, has cardinality m, and therefore so has [1, cl,,J x A, . Now on the 
base space at x, we define 6 arbitrarily, as a bijection onto this set. When this is 
done for each point x of level s in W,, , we have defined 0 for all points of level 
s + 1 in W,, . Note that the points of level s + 1 are mapped to pairs whose 
second coordinates are points of level 2(s + 1) - 1. So, by induction, 0 is 
defined on the whole of W,,\(O). 
Third, if x belongs to W,, , consider e(x). It is a pair (01,~). Consider the 
annulus V,(y)\V=+,(y). By definition, it is an infinite set. Let B be a subset 
of this set having a finite complement in it. As usual, let B* denote the set of 
all points of W2n+l ymg above some point of B. Let F, be the collection of all 
such sets B*. In .der words, 
F, = {B* I B C V,(y)\V,+dy); V,(Y)\V~+I(Y)\B is fink 4&) = (a, Y)I- 
I f  V is open in W,, , define 
Fv = W’C Wzn+l 1 WE F, for each x in V}. 
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Fourth, define a map # (= &,J in a similar way from W,,\(O) to 
[I, c+,J x T’2n-1 and use it to define G, in a similar way, as a family of subsets 
of Wzn-1 . Similarly define G, for each open I’ in IV,, . 
Finally, define a basic neighborhood of x in W,, as a union of three sets, 
namely, 
(1) an open neighborhood V of x in W,, , 
(2) a member of FV , 
(3) a member of G, . 
A basic neighborhood of cc will be (00) u (Un>nO W,) for some integer n, . 
A basic neighborhood of -cc will be (-- ~6) U (U,,sn, W,) for some integer n, . 
PROPOSITION 2.54. With the above notation, the following hold: 
(1) If  V is an open subset of W,, , then F, is a filter base of open sets in 
W an+1 * 
(2) For each x in W,, , let 3’(x) = second coordinate of bzn(x). Then x 2 y  
in W,, if and only if e’(x) >, B’(y) in WZn+l . 
(3) For each x in W,, and y  in W,,,, , there exists a neighborhood V of x 
such that y  is not a cluster point of FV . 
(4) Similar assertions for the Gv’s and #‘s are also true. 
(5) Our specifications define a topology on S. 
Proof. (1) Each member of F, is open, by Corollary 1.2.3. It can be 
checked that FY is closed under the formation of finite intersections. 
(2) is obvious from the definition of 8. 
(3) Let x be in W,, . Choose a neighborhood V of x that is entirely 
above x. Then in F, , every member is above e’(x) (by (2) above). I f  y  is not 
above 19’(x), then y  has a neighborhood no element of which is above e’(x) and 
therefore y  cannot be a cluster point of F, . I f  y  is above S’(x) and if W belongs 
to F,, then w\{y}* contains a member of F, and soy is not a cluster point of F,. 
(4) and (5) are easy to see. 
PROPOSITION 2.55. In the space S (of Construction 2.5.3), the following are 
true: 
(i) I f  n is oaY, W, is open in S. 
(ii) I f  w is odd and V is an open subset of W, , then V meets both W,, 
and w?a+, * 
(iii) I f  n is even, then W,, C W,,,l n Ws-l . 
(iv) I f  A is open in Ws and if f :  A + W, is any continuous function (where 1 
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and n are any two integers not necessarily distinct), then f  is locally constant outside 
the set of its fixed points. 
Proof. Conditions (i) and (iii) are immediate consequences of the definition 
of our topology. Condition (iv) is obvious from our choice of base spaces. The 
only nonobvious assertion is (ii). To prove this, let n be odd and let V be open 
in W, . Then V meets T, (since T, is dense in W,). Choose a pointy in V n T, . 
Look at the base space at that point. By our choice of base spaces, there is at 
least one a: such that Y meets the crth annulus there in an infinity of points. 
Let x = B$,(ol, y). Then it is clear that every member of F, must meet Vv. 
Consequently every neighborhood of x meets V. This shows that v has a point 
in W*-, . Similarly it can be shown that r meets W,,, also. 
THEOREM 2.5.6. The space S (of Construction 2.5.3) has the following proper- 
ties : 
(1) S is a Hausdorff space. 
(2) S is connected. In fact, both S\(mf and S\(- CO] aye connected. 
(3) 1 s I = m. 
(4) S is strongly rigid. 
Proof. (1) If s belongs to WG, for some integer n@ , then any basic neigh- 
borhood of s is disjoint with (UngnO-s W,) u (-cc) and (U,Q~~+~ W,) u (CO). 
These two sets are disjoint neighborhoods of --co and CO, respectively. So, 
we have only to check that any two distinct points of UnsZ W, can be separated 
by disjoint open sets. Let s E W, and t E W, such that / m - n 1 > 2. Then 
any basic neighborhood of s is disjoint with any basic neighborhood of t. 
Now let s E W, and t E W,,, and Iet Y be even. Then by Proposition 2.5.4(3). 
there exists a neighborhood V of s in W, such that t is not a cluster point of FV . 
Then there is a neighborhood W of t such that W is disjoint with some member 
W, of FV . Then VU W, u any member of GV is a neighborhood of s disjoint 
with the neighborhood W of t. 
Similarly, if r is odd, we can argue with G, instead of F, . Next, let s and t 
both belong to the same W,. . If r is odd, then we are through, since W,. is 
Hausdorff and open in S. Now let Y be even. We have either s > t or t > s, 
say s > t. Then there is a neighborhood V of S in W, no element of which is 
above t, and a neighborhood W of t every element of which is above t. Then 
no member of F, contains an element above e’(t), whereas every member of I?, 
is entirely above O’(t). A similar assertion is true for G, and G, . Then the basic 
neighborhoods of s and t in S, defined by V and W, are disjoint. 
IfsE Wrand tcz Wv,z and if Y is odd, then W, and St;,, are disjoint neigh- 
borhoods of s and t, respectively. Finally, let s E W,. and t E Wr+z and let r be 
even. Then consider B,(s) and t,$.+s(t). Th ese are pairs whose second coordinates 
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are elements in W,., , say s, and tl . If s, and t, are not comparable then it can 
easily be seen that any two basic neighborhoods of s and t are disjoint. s, and tl 
cannot be equal, since they belong to disjoint dense subsets of W,,, . Let 
s, < t, . Then if N is any basic neighborhood of s in S, it can be checked that 
N\{t,}* is also a basic neighborhood. Now the basic neighborhood of t in s, 
defined by the neighborhood {t}* of t in W,.,, , is easily seen to be disjoint 
with N\(t,}*. Similar arguments hold in the case s, > tl . 
Thus in any case, s and t can be separated by disjoint open sets in S. 
(2) It can be proved exactly as in Proposition 2.2.6 that every clopen set 
containing co has to contain each W, . It follows that S\{-co} is connected. 
Similarly, it can be shown that S\{co) is also connected. Consequently, S is 
connected. 
(3) By the construction 
ISI =2+ c IWnl 
no,? 
=2+m+rn+~~~ (K, times) 
= m. 
(4) Finally, we try to imitate the proof of Theorem 2.2.8 to prove the 
strong rigidity of S. 
Let fi S+ S be a nonconstant continuous function and let F be its fixed- 
point set. 
Cae 1. Iff(S\{-co, oo)\F)C{- co, co>, then the same arguments as those 
in the proof of Theorem 2.2.8 lead to the result that F = Y, and hence f is the 
identity map. (Note that here we use (2) above.) 
Case 2. If Case 1 does not hold, then there exist distinct points x and y 
in S\{-oo, co} such that f(x) = y. Let x E W, and y E W, . 
Our next step is to show that f(co) E S\{-co, co}. If m is odd, this can be 
proved exactly as in Theorem 2.2.8. We need only consider the case when no 
non-fixed point is mapped to a point of any W,,, with odd m. In this case, the 
argument of Case 2a of Theorem 2.2.8 applies to yield thatf(co) E S\{-co, co}. 
At this stage, in Theorem 2.2.8 we are quickly led to contradictions, since 
there we had the extra information that Y\{-co, co} is totally disconnected. 
But here a corresponding result may fail for S. Hence we seek other arguments 
to complete the proof. 
Let f(m) = t E S\{-co, co}. We show that there is a neighborhood of co 
which is mapped entirely to t. For this we make use of the following facts, 
which can be proved easily: 
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(a) Any basic neighborhood of 03 is connected. 
(b) The first axiom of countability is satisfied at co. 
(c) In each W, , every convergent sequence is eventually constant. 
(d) If  Y is even, then nontrivial sequences from W,.-, and W,.,, converge 
to points of W,. . But from outside W,-, v  W,.,, , a nontrivial sequence cannot 
converge to a point of W, . 
(e) If  t E W, , then the subspace W,,, u W,-, u {t} is totally disconnected. 
(f) I f  r is odd and V is an open subset of W,. , then Y n W,,, and 
B n W,-, are infinite sets. 
Now using these six properties of the space S, we prove our claim that f-l(t) 
is a neighborhood of 00. 
For this, we first show that some neighborhood of cc is mapped into 
B = W,-, u (t} u W,,, . I f  not, for each integer Y, there exists a larger integer 
Y’ and a point x,’ in W,, such that f(+) is not in B. Now the sequence (Q) 
converges to co. Therefore (f(x,,)) must converge to t. But this is impossible 
by observation (d) above. Therefore some basic neighborhood of 00 is mapped 
into B. From (a) it follows that it is mapped into a connected subset of B. But 
by (e) the set B is totally disconnected. Therefore some neighborhood of co goes 
to a singleton, which must be t. 
Our final step is to show that f is the constant map with value t. For this 
we show that f (W,.) = {t} for each integer r. Just now we have shown this 
for all r greater than some n, . Let n, be the least integer with this property, if 
such a least integer exists. (We shall arrive at contradictions, thereby showing 
that such a least integer does not exist.) 
Suppose no is odd. Then Wnoel C iVn, (by Proposition 2.5.7(iii)). Therefore 
f( W,+) C f (wnO) = {t}. This contradicts our choice of n,, . 
Suppose 7t0 is even. Let x E Wnoml be a non-fixed point. Let f (x) = y. Then 
there is a neighborhood V of x such that f(V) = (y} (Proposition 2.5.5(iv)). 
Then v  n Wn, is nonempty. Choose a point z in it. Then f(z) = y, since 
z E V. On the other hand f(z) = t, since z E W, . Thus y  = t. We have 
proved that every non-fixed point of Wn, is mapped to t. Next we show that 
the set of fixed points of Wno-, (that is, F n W& has empty interior. I f  not, 
let V be a nonempty open set CF n Wyopl . Then V n We, is infinite (observa- 
tion (f) above). Choose a point of z in it different from t. Then f (z) = z, since 
x E r CF = F. On the other hand f (z) = t, since z E Wn, . This contradiction 
shows that F n Wnoel has empty interior. It follows that f-l(t) n W,+ is 
dense in W,+ . But since f-‘(t) is closed, it follows that f-l(t) 3 Wnopl . This 
again contradicts our choice of n, . 
Thus the set C of all integers 11 with the property that if m > n then 
f (W,) = (t} is nonempty and not bounded below. Hence C = 2. Thus 
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f( IV,.) = {t] for each integer T. It follows from the continuity off thatf(S) = (t}. 
Thus f is a constant map, contrary to our supposition. 
Thus S is strongly rigid. 
Remark. This long proof would also be valid for the strong rigidity of Y 
in Theorem 2.2.8 if we had chosen only uncountable cardinals. But there we 
had a simpler proof. 
Remark 2.5.7. We have thus proved, assuming the existence of a cardinal 
strictly between 2m and 22” for each m, that for each infinite cardinal m there 
exists a strongly rigid space of cardinality m. We can prove something stronger. 
We can re-prove Theorem 2.2.9 with spaces of type S above. But this requires 
additional conditions on the choice of points in /3D\D, in order to control the 
set of continuous functions between strongly rigid spaces of different cardinals. 
Although the proof of the existence of such a class is nontrivial, we prefer to 
omit the proof for two reasons: First, we have already proved the final result, 
by other methods. Second, we do not want to lengthen the paper any further. 
However, the result has its own value, since it gives an essentially different 
example answering the question of [13]. 
Remark 2.5.8. We believe that we have given the first example of a countable 
strongly rigid space. Note that even countable connected HausdorfI spaces are 
rare (See [22]). 
Remark 2.5.9. It can be proved from our methods of construction (as in 
Remark 2.4.5) that on a set of cardinality m, there exist 2 strongly rigid 
topologies, no two of which are homeomorphic. (In fact, the mutual continuous 
maps are all trivial.) Clearly, this is the exact potency of all such topologies. 
In particular, there are 2” countable strongly rigid spaces. 
De Groot [6] proved the existence of 2” types of strongly rigid spaces of 
cardinality c. Now we have exhibited 22c such types. 
For other cardinalities, the entire concept is new, as we remarked earlier. 
Remark 2.5.10. We announced the main result (Theorem 2.2.9) of this 
paper in 1971 in [21]. After writing this paper, we learned that the same problem 
has been tackled by Trnkova [39] and Isbell [40]. Their methods are different. 
Also, our approach has the following advantages over theirs: 
(i) Trnlcova proves Theorem 2.2.9 under the extra hypothesis that there 
is no proper class of measurable cardinals. We do not use an extra set-theoretic 
axiom in its proof. 
(ii) Both their proofs start with a strongly rigid space (namely, the 
peculiar Cook continuum) and use attaching techniques (similar to the c-process). 
We start from scratch and produce strongly rigid spaces out of simpler spaces. 
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(iii) The strongly rigid spaces constructed by them are very large, whereas 
our methods yield strongly rigid spaces of arbitrary infinite cardinality. 
Remark 2.511. In our examples of strongly rigid spaces, it can be shown 
that any open connected subspace without cut points must also be strongly 
rigid. It can be proved that there are many mutually nonhomeomorphic 
subspaces of this nature. 
Remark 2.5.12. It is known [22, 331 that, of any two countable regular 
spaces, at least one is a continuous image of the other. Here, we have produced 
2” countable HausdorfI spaces none of which is a continuous image of the other. 
Remark 2.5.13. In the next paper we shall use the results of this section 
to show that every infinite regular Hausdorff space can be embedded in a 
strongly rigid space of same cardinality, again under the strong negation of 
generalized continuum hypothesis. 
Remark 2.5.14. Isbell [40] mentions that the analog of Theorem 2.3.2 has 
been considered in some categories of algebraic structures. 
OPEN PROBLEMS. (1) Do there exist 22” mutually uncomparable points in 
F where F is defined in Remark 2.5.1 without the assumption 31~ 3 2” < 01 < 22” ? 
(2) Does there exist a countable strongly rigid space without r(CH) ? 
(3) What are all the cardinalities of strongly rigid spaces without extra 
set-theoretic assumptions beyond ZFC ? 
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